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CDSG Publication Policies 

The CDSG publishes two periodicals, the Coast Defense Journal and the CDSG Newsletter. Items of lasting value will be printed in 
the Coast Defense Journal; the Newsletter will print organizational news and business, and items of a more temporary nature. The editor 
has final authority and responsibility for all items published in the Journal. All Journal submissions with accompanying figures and 
photographs should be sent to the editor. 

Articles must relate to some aspect of military coastal or harbor defenses. The scope of interest of the organization is primarily but 
not exclusively American defenses. The Coast Defense Journal and Newsletter rely on the submission of articles, reviews, site-visit 
reports, notes, comments, letters, inquiries, etc., from the membership of the CDSG. Authors are encouraged to contact the editor in 
advance if there is any question of the appropriateness or relevance of the subject matter. Cover photographs will be determined by the 
editor. 

Authors are expected to include a detailed citation of sources. Where possible, specific data should be identified by source, and the 
text should be footnoted where appropriate. In exceptional circumstances, original source documents will be considered for replication 
if they possess unusually great reference value, are otherwise unavailable, and are relatively brief. Each author is responsible for 
the accuracy of his work and shall credit/acknowledge sources of information. Permission and source citations shall be submitted 
and published with copyrighted articles. 

All submissions will be reviewed by the editor for readability, accuracy, suitability, and legality. Authors may be requested to make 
corrections before the actual publication in the Journal. Articles will not be printed with changes without the approval of the author, 
but the editor may reject articles if the author declines to make the required corrections. (Continues) 



Submission guidelines for CDSG Journal and CDSG Newsletter 

The CDSG publications are prepared for publication as print-ready PDF documents in the page design and layout program Adobe 
InDesign, in which all final layout and text formatting is done with established journal/newsletter styles.  

Article and review texts should be submitted as text documents in Microsoft Word document format (doc or docx) or as a rich text 
document (rtf). The recommended fonts are Times New Roman, Courier, or Arial. Formatting in the text document should be kept to 
an absolute minimum, single-spaced text, no special formatting, except for italics where needed.  

References and notes should be notated in the text by number, in parentheses, at the end of a sentence (1). The full citation should 
be given at the end of the text as outlined in The Chicago Manual of Style: Author (first name, last name), “article title,” Publication title, 
volume, (publisher, location, date), pages. Do not use the footnote function in Word; all footnotes should be entered as regular text. 

For works not directly cited which are included as bibliographic entries, use the bibliography system in The Chicago Manual of Style. 
(Author's last name, first name, etc...) 

All illustrations should be submitted as separate files, not embedded in a text document. The illustration file format should ideally 
be a TIF file (JPGs can also be accepted) with a resolution of at least 300 dpi, sized no larger than 8 x 10 inches. Each illustration should 
be sequentially numbered in the file name with an additional designator to delineate the article it is to be included in (fire control fig 
1.tif). The figure captions should be included as a list by number following the references, or a separate text document. Each caption
should include a description of the illustration, and a source citation in italics. Short figure designations can be included in the body of
the text denoting the approximate location of the figure in the final layout, but the final placement of the figures will be up to the
publisher.

Please contact the editor with any questions regarding formatting or concerns about manuscript preparation. 
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